Laserfiche® Accessibility Solutions
Support Section 508 Compliance
• Make Information Immediately Accessible to Everyone
• Support Enterprise-Wide Records Management Initiatives
• Provide Information Over the Internet with Web Publishing Tools
• Implement a Compliant Solution That’s Easy for IT to Manage

Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act opens up new opportunities in information technology for
people with disabilities. With Laserfiche® digital document management, you digitize your paper
files, eliminate file cabinets and encourage staff participation—meeting the essential accessibility
requirements outlined in Section 508.
Laserfiche Accessibility Highlights
• Secure digital storage improves
information accessibility for all staff.
Laserfiche’s intuitive Microsoft®
Windows®-based interface makes
documents available to everyone, without
requiring costly, time-consuming training.

• Reversible white-on-black text and
keyboard access to all functions permits
any staff member—even those with
mobility or vision impairments—to
efficiently and productively use the
software.

• Advanced optical character recognition
(OCR) functionality reads documents to
create a searchable text version of
information that’s currently locked on
paper, without tedious manual indexing.

• Accessible user documentation ensures
all your staff members become productive,
confident Laserfiche users.

• Built-in compatibility with text-to-speech
(TTS) software makes the text of your
documents accessible to the visually
impaired.

• Simple, economical Web publishing tools
provide public access to documents from
your public Website, enabling all
citizens—regardless of mobility or visual
impairment—to access information from
their home computers.

• Precision search capability eliminates the
need to manually search through file
cabinets and boxes. Instead, staff search
for and instantly retrieve documents
directly from their desktops.
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Enable Instant Information Access for Everyone
With vital information instantly available to all authorized staff, you create a truly accessible work
environment where everyone is productive. Regardless of physical ability, your staff can use their skills
strategically and optimally. No more lifting, carrying and sorting through heavy boxes full of documents.
Full-text, index and other precision searches reduce the time and physical effort of file retrieval, providing
instant access to your organization’s most important information—something all staff will appreciate.

Add Proven Records Management Capabilities
The Laserfiche product suite includes Records Management Edition™ (RME), a DoD 5015.2-certified
records management solution. Built on the same accessible platform as the Laserfiche Client™, RME
enables you to design and implement a plan for managing all imaged, electronic and physical records.
Transparent records management tools integrate records management into your business processes,
eliminating the time and expense of training staff on records management procedures. With Laserfiche,
you don’t just provide access to all your information—you manage and protect it, too.

Improve Public Service with Accessible Web Publishing
As more citizens demand instant access to public information, government agencies need an efficient,
affordable and accessible Web publishing solution. Laserfiche WebLink™ is a secure Web publishing tool
with a highly customizable interface, providing document access consistent with the look and feel of your
current Website. WebLink offers platform-independent document access from standard Web browsers,
so you improve communication with the public at large, while also quickly and cost-effectively providing
TTS-compatible information via the Web.

Minimize the Burden on Your IT Department
The Laserfiche product suite is easily deployed, easily managed, easily customized and easily integrated,
with support for both Microsoft and Oracle® database platforms. Quick deployment means that your
solution is up and running in days, not months. And scalable Laserfiche solutions grow along with your
needs, easily accommodating both an increasing number of users and high-volume repository growth.
Laserfiche provides an accessible solution that integrates easily into your existing networked
environment—without increasing IT budgets, support requirements or workload.

The Next Step: Please call (800) 985-8533 or
e-mail info@laserfiche.com for more information.
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